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Forty percent of businesses do not reopen after a disaster, according to FEMA, and many thousands of 
dollars are wasted recovering from IT-related accidents. Fortunately, a confluence of factors has made 
managed disaster-recovery services more accessible than ever to small businesses. 

This white paper will explore disaster-recovery-as-a-service (DRaaS) as an affordable option for business 
protection. Business leaders and IT executives will understand why so many small businesses are 
adopting DRaaS and will learn how to objectively tell if a DRaaS investment is right for them.   
  

WHAT IS DRAAS?
Disaster Recovery as a Service, or DRaaS, is a fully managed solution that minimizes disruption and data 
loss following a disaster. Data backup is an important part of disaster recovery (DR), but another critical 
component is the ability to restore systems that allow businesses to actually use that backed-up data. 
Under a DRaaS model, the implementation, testing, and managing of the DR solution is carried out by a 
third-party provider.

The main business benefit of this arrangement is cost savings. With DRaaS, there is no hardware 
to procure, no need for the business to recruit and retain DR talent, and no expensive off site DR 
environment to build. This allows companies to reap the benefit of data protection and business 
continuity without incurring undue expenses.  
  
In recent years, the emergence of software solutions like Zerto and Veeam have made it much less 
expensive for small businesses to build and maintain virtual DR environments. This has resulted in 
explosive growth in the DRaaS industry, which is forecasted to grow almost 600 percent through 2022, 
from $2.19 billion in 2017 to $12.54 in five years. ¹

DRaaS marketing is forecasted to expand over five times larger by 2022, driven mainly by 
businesses that lack data centers and that have increasing need to free up IT resources, according 
to Business Insider. 1
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1970s | The rise of the computer. Corporations begin a slow migration from paper to 
computer, increasing the need for data protection.

1980s | The expansion of off-site DR. Technology 
centrality has increased to the point where 
businesses duplicate their IT environments to 
redundant, remote environments.

1990s | Business continuity becomes mandated and 
regulated in certain industries. The first commercial 
DR services start to emerge.

2000s | Uptime at levels of more than 99 percent become 
the norm, rather than the exception. Commercial DR options 
proliferate. 

2010 | Fully managed DR solutions (DRaaS) 
become mainstream, thanks mainly to cost-saving 
software technologies like VeeaM and Zerto.

2018 | DRaaS adoption surpasses in-house DR for the first time. 
Source: Select entries are from The History of Disaster Recovery by Rick Troutman.

A HISTORY OF DISASTER RECOVERY
Where DRaaS has come from and where it’s going.
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BUDGET-FRIENDLY DRAAS ROAD MAP: 
DISCOVERING YOUR POTENTIAL COST SAVINGS
DRaaS impacts many areas of a business, and calculating total cost-benefits can get complex. In general, 
however, there are three steps to take to estimate potential cost-savings: 

Step 1: Estimate the Likelihood and Impact of Disaster Scenarios
Every business will experience data loss and disruption in time, but some accidents are more likely and 
costly than others. Consider the following:

 • What’s the potential cost of a natural disaster? Businesses that don’t reopen 10 days after a   
    natural disaster almost always fail, says CNBC. ³
 • How much will it cost to recover from a cyber attack? Worldwide, ransomware attacks have   
    increased by 36 percent, according to the Symantec 2018 Internet Security Threat Report. ⁴
 • Can an employee lose files or damage systems on accident? In a survey of 400 IT decision   
       makers, 31 percent of data-loss incidents were reported to be caused by workers, according to   
              data-security publication Infosecurity Magazine. ⁵

Step 2: Calculate the Cost of Downtime
Critical IT systems failure usually stops production and prohibits customer interaction. There are two 
basic formulas used to calculate the cost of downtime annually, i.e. the cost-savings of DRaaS in regard 
to business continuity:  
 • Productivity cost = number of employees affected + average employee cost-per-hour * percent   
   impact to productivity
 • Revenue cost = annual Revenue * impact of downtime to sales

For a full explanation of cost of downtime read our colocation e-book at venyu.com/white-papers.

Step 3: Compare Cost Savings of DRaaS to In-house DR
Any DR is better than no protection at all, but DIY disaster recovery can get expensive quickly. First, a 
business must make an expensive capital investment, which often includes:
 • Computers
 • Peripherals
 • Servers
 • Networks Setup and devices

Once established, the DR program must be managed and maintained, adding another layer of expense 
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and difficulty. In contrast, DRaaS lowers management and capital expenses by providing and maintaining 
off-site data backup and equipment, performing restoration tests, and keeping everything up-to-date as 
the IT environment evolves.

HOW MUCH DOES DRAAS COST? 
Once the cost benefit of DRaaS is estimated, that figure can be compared to the cost to calculate total 
business benefit. DRaaS costs vary depending on business requirements, but the actual costs depend 
on several factors, including:

 • Number of machines that need to be protected 
 • How much data needs to be stored
 • Whether the systems are virtual or physical
 • What software licenses are required
 • The amount of bandwidth required to achieve continuity

While these are important factors to consider, perhaps the most critical considerations in DR pricing 
involves two factors: 

1) How fast any given system needs to be back up and running following disaster, and 
2) How much past progress does it need to capture. These two measurements are known as Recovery 
Time Objective (RTO) and Recovery Point Objective (RPO).
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Recovery Time and Recovery Point Objectives
Understanding RTO and RPO is a good initial step to calculating your DRaaS spend. For a complete 
guide on DR basics, read our DR white paper at venyu.com/white-papers. 

 • RPO is the time between each backup of a business’s data. It answers the question, 
              “What is the most progress we can afford to lose?”

RTO describes how long a business can tolerate losing access to application, systems, or computer. It 
answers the question, “How long can we go without a specific technology?”

6:00 AM 12:00 PM 6:00 PM 12:00 AM

5.5 HOURS 
LOST DATA

RPO (Recovery Point Objective)

11:30 PM

RPO: 12 hours RPO: 6 hours

BOOM

RTO: SECONDS RTO: MINUTES RTO: DAYS RTO: WEEKS

RTO (Recovery Time Objective)
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QUICK RECOVERY
When your systems are down, workers 
can’t produce and customers can’t buy. 
DRaaS minimizes disruptions and keeps 
businesses productive.

SCALABILITY
Companies grow and adapt, which often 
leads to changes in DR requirements. 
DRaaS is a flexible solution that comes 
with managed evolution. 

BRAND PROTECTION
In today’s always-on world, customers 
expect constant accessibility and reliable 
service. Unplanned downtime caused by 
disasters can hurt a business’s reputation.

SECURITY
With an increasing number of cyber 
threats lurking, backing up data in a 
secure, redundant environment is now 
more important than ever. Your backup 
environment will be safe from hackers 
should your business be attacked. 

EASY MANAGEMENT
DR is a necessity for most businesses, but 
it can be difficult and expensive to self-
manage. DRaaS ensures DR is tested and 
ready, and  also allows IT staff to focus on 
initiatives that grow the business. 

FLEXIBILITY
DRaaS is the most flexible form of DR, allowing 
users more options for handling different 
business systems. Users can mix and match 
RTOs and RPOs and can provide for all different 
types of disasters. 

COST SAVINGS
Disasters are costly, and even in-house DR 
can be expensive since it involves building 
and maintaining a remote site. By leveraging 
economies of scale and partnering with a DRaaS 
provider, you can use existing infrastructure, 
capital, and expertise to save money.

PROFESSIONALISM
Good DR talent is hard to come by. DRaaS 
providers specialize in recovery, stay up-to-date 
with the latest trends and technologies, and 
allow clients to focus on their business. 

COMPLETE CONTROL
Partnering with a DRaaS provider doesn’t 
mean giving up your systems. Your IT team will 
manage data storage, run reports, and recover 
lost data on their own.

EASY ACCESS
Cloud-based DRaaS solutions let workers 
access their DR environment from anywhere 
with an Internet connection, even if they can’t 
make it to the office. 

10 REASONS 

TO CHOOSE 

DRAAS
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VENYU DRAAS: 
BUSINESS BENEFIT FOR ANY BUDGET
VENYU has been managing and performing recoveries for more than 15 years. We’ve adopted and tested 
numerous software applications, built and maintain the region’s most advanced data centers, and recruited 
top DR talent to serve our partners. 

Here’s what sets VENYU DRaaS apart: 

1) Best-of-breed Software
DRaaS is more affordable than ever -- thanks to innovative, flexible software tools. VENYU uses a 
combination of platforms to bring you the highest-performing DR solution for the lowest cost, including:  

 • Veeam – Backup, disaster recovery and intelligent data management software for virtual, physical  
    and multi-cloud infrastructures.
 • Zerto – A hypervisor-based virtual replication software that simplifies DR and reduces cost. Can   
    automate the entire recovery process regardless of underlying storage or hypervisor. 
 • Rubrik – A data-management platform that places critical backup and recovery functions in one   
    fabric across the data center and public cloud. Rubrik simplifies backup and recovery for 
    virtualized and physical environments.

2) Powerful Data Centers and a More Perfect Cloud 
We’re vertically integrated and equipped with the best data centers in the region. We can also supply our 
own cloud or accommodate a combination of different, external clouds. From within our battle-tested data 
centers, you get enterprise-grade security, hurricane resistance, redundant power and 24/7/365 monitoring 
for your entire DR environment. 

Harness the benefits of cloud-based data center infrastructure. The VENYU cloud runs a scalable 
environment without the need to procure, manage, and setup hardware. Built on EXSi, a proven leader in 
virtualization technology.
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3) Service Guarantee
It can be difficult to move an IT environment once it’s established. With our local, friendly technicians, 
you’ll be glad you made a decision you can live with for the long-term. 

Here’s what we’ll do to get you started with DRaaS:

1) Assess your situation. We’ll take the time to understand your IT environment, identify critical systems, 
and locate opportunities for cost savings. 

2) Audit your risk. The threats to critical systems are always changing. We’ll fill you in on what to be 
prepared for. 

3) Present some solutions. We’ll take a look at some best-in-class software solutions like Veeam and 
Zerto, and we’ll also explore data storage and backup possibilities.

4) Guide you from there. At this point, you’ll be able to take what you’ve learned and create your own 
solution, or go with one of ours. No risk, no fees. 

Schedule a risk-free DRaaS consultation today at 
venyu.com/contact 

or by calling  (866) 978-3698. 

CONCLUSION
Although cost is an obstacle that prevents small businesses from considering disaster-recovery options, 
costs savings is precisely the reason why business leaders should explore the solutions in the first place.
With the right software and data storage tools, DRaaS providers can create affordable solutions that will 
generate ROI for any budget. The best providers will have a long track record of excellent service and will 
be vertically integrated with data centers, DR talent, and a variety of software solutions. 

1 Business Insider Disaster Recovery as a Service Market 41.8% CAGR led by North America to 2022. http://markets.businessinsider.com/news/stocks/disaster-recovery-as-a-service-
market-41-8-cagr-led-by-north-america-to-2022-1002370819. [Online]2017. 
 
2 Gartner Critical Capabilities for Disaster Recovery as a Service. [Online]2016. https://www.recoverypoint.com/assets/site_18/files/gartner%20critical_capabilities_for_dr.pdf.

3 CNBC Hurricane alert: 40 percent of small businesses never recover from a disaster. [Online]2017. https://www.cnbc.com/2017/09/16/hurricane-watch-40-percent-of-small-
businesses-dont-reopen-after-a-disaster.html.

4 Symantec 2018 Internet Security Threat Report. [Online]2018. https://www.symantec.com/security-center/threat-report.

5 Infosecurity Train Your Employees to Think for Themselves in Data Security. [Online]2017. https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/next-gen-infosec/train-employees-think/.
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ABOUT VENYU

CONNECT WITH VENYU

Email: info@venyu.com

Phone: (866) 978-3698

Web site: venyu.com

VENYU IS A LOUISIANA-BASED PROVIDER OF 
DATA-CENTER SOLUTIONS, AND MANAGED IT.

Our focus is to provide comprehensive business 
solutions all under one brand, so businesses can 
operate more efficiently. Over the years, we have 
expanded to 38 states, and will continue to help 
businesses prosper through innovation.

We deliver our solutions with the highest focus on 
customer service. Our business partners can rest 
easy knowing their critical data and systems are in 
great hands with people they like and trust. White 
glove service, along with in-house support, helps 
clients succeed. 

With decades of experience, a customer-focused 
service philosophy, and an extensive product 
portfolio to meet any business need, 


